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In Statement to House, Toyota Chief to Accept Responsibility

By MICHELLE MAYNARD
1 minute ago

The president of Toyota, in his statement for Wednesday's hearing, said he feared the pace at which the company grew in the last decade was too quick.

· On Live via MSNBC: House Panel Hearings
· The Lede: The Hearings
· Lawmakers' Ties to Toyota Questioned at Start of Inquiries

Afghan Leader Asserts Control Over Election Body

By ALISSA J. RUBIN
5 minutes ago

President Hamid Karzai has moved to ensure that he can handpick members of an electoral oversight commission to the dismay of

Hiring Freeze Hampers Weatherization Plan

By MATTHEW L. WALD
5 minutes ago

The lack of progress on President Obama's plan to create jobs and lower energy costs is "alarming," a report said.

New York's Nooks Are a Challenge to Census Takers

By SAM ROBERTS
12:04 PM ET

Officials have been working to root out hidden residents and new addresses as the count approaches.
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Frame rate: 183fps
http://ajaxian.com/archives/aves-game-engine
Many of these features are ready to implement today.

We don't have to wait for entire specs to be completed, we can start using some haweness now.
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Web Development to the next level

*Including other next generation technologies of the Web Development stack
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